Drive Digital Workspace Adoption with a
Revolutionary Transformation Service
The intelligent way to transform and manage apps across
multi-cloud digital workspaces | Any app, any cloud

Product Features
Apps2Digital, an Azure cloud service,
provides the fastest and easiest route
to Modern Workspace adoption.
By cataloguing apps and their usage,
the service gathers extensive insights to
your end-user computing environment
and uses this intelligence to automate
deployment to virtual environments.

Apps2Digital vastly simpliﬁes lifecycle management, accelerates time-to-value
and helps you to reach your digital workspace adoption goals.
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K E Y D I F F E RE NTIATORS
Apps2Digital provides a single place to manage all your on-premises and cloud-based
applications. Designed for Citrix Workspaces and integrated with Citrix Cloud, it
provides a uniﬁed and systematic framework for delivery and lifecycle management
of any app across any cloud.
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Key Industries
Our solution works across all verticals.
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Gather intelligence about your end-user computing
environment today with the Apps2Digital service available
via the Microsoft Azure Marketplace.
Watch the one minute video | Register for a free trial
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